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Abstract:  
 
The recently introduced Australian Curriculum: English Version 3.0 (Australian Curriculum, 
Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2012) requires students to ‘read’ multimodal 
text and describe the effects of structure and organisation. We begin this article by tracing 
the variable understandings of what reading multimodal text might entail through the 
Framing Paper (National Curriculum Board, 2008), the Framing Paper Consultation Report 
(National Curriculum Board, 2009a), the Shaping Paper (National Curriculum Board, 
2009b) and Version 3.0 of the Australian Curriculum English (ACARA, 2012). Our findings 
show that the theoretical and descriptive framework for doing so is implicit. Drawing 
together multiple but internally coherent theories from the field of semiotics, we suggest one 
way to work towards three Year 5 learning outcomes from the reading/writing mode. The 
affordances of assembling a broad but explicit technical metalanguage for an informed 
reading of the integrated design elements of multimodal texts are noted.       
 
Framing and Shaping the reading of multimodal texts   
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When the now-defunct (Australian) National Curriculum Board (hereafter NCB) released the 
National English Curriculum: Framing paper (2008) the overarching statement of 
responsibility focused on the provision of quality learning in language, literature and literacy. 
Core to this remit was the aim of supporting students to ‘acquire a knowledge of how English 
works in its spoken and written forms and in combinations with other communication 
systems’ (NCB, 2008, p. 1). The intent is for students to make more informed choices about 
how these resources can, in the broadest sense, be ‘read’ (Jetnikoff, 2007, p. 99). From the 
outset, the Framing paper (NCB, 2008) proffered that a national English curriculum should 
host a futures orientation, and terms such as ‘text’ and ‘literature’ were referenced to 
encompass ‘print, multimodal and digital/online forms’ (NCB, 2008, p. 3). Another term, 
‘modalities’ was foregrounded and explained as the ‘various forms of communication such as 
written and spoken language or visual images’ (NCB, 2008, p. 3). Written and spoken 
language were singled out for their ability to convey ‘sequence and progress, and causes and 
effects’, whereas visual images were noted for being ‘comparatively better at showing the 
static or stable features of elements, and their complex inter-relations’ (NCB, 2008, p. 4).  
 
Following consultation with 333 individual and group stakeholders, the NCB collated and 
responded to feedback on the Framing paper in a publication entitled the Framing paper 
consultation report: English (2009a). Two sets of stakeholder feedback and NCB responses 
are salient to this discussion. Multiple stakeholders identified the need for the curriculum 
document to use ‘plain language’ (NCB, 2009b, p. 7). In addition, multiple stakeholders 
lobbied for an explicit grammar of visual design, something the NCB indicated would ‘be 
considered by curriculum writers and (the) advisory panel’ (2009b, p. 12). As it transpired, 
the concurrent release of the Shape of the Australian Curriculum: English (NCB, 2009a, p. 6) 
removed the term and definition for ‘modalities’ and introduced the term ‘modes’ which was 
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referenced as the ‘various forms of communication – listening, speaking, reading, viewing, 
writing and creating’. The emphasis on the integration of forms of communication explicated 
in the original Framing Paper (NCB, 2008) were no longer highlighted. The Shape Paper 
also advanced that a goal for ‘knowledge about language…for effective listening, speaking, 
viewing, reading, writing and creating’ encompasses the need for students to develop a ‘clear, 
consistent and shared language for talking about language’ (NCB, 2009a, p. 7). The 
justification was that a shared metalanguage would enable students to ‘learn about human 
experience’ and ‘how language has been used, and can be used by them, to create particular 
emotional, intellectual, or philosophical effects’ (NCB, 2009a, p. 8).  
 
Metalanguage in the Australian Curriculum English 
 
From the beginning of 2011 to the beginning of 2012, the newly established Australian 
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (hereafter ACARA) released a number of 
versions of the Australian Curriculum English (hereafter ACE). The January 2012 release of 
the ACE Version 3.0 (hereafter ACE 3.0) is the version being implemented in almost all 
Australian schools during 2012, so is of most interest to us. The ACE 3.0 delivered a newly 
crafted metalanguage drawn from the complementary tenets of traditional Latin‐based 
grammar and systemic functional linguistics (hereafter SFL). An overarching statement from 
the ‘Language’ strand and ‘Knowing about the English language’ sub-strand renders visible 
the unique foundations of this metalanguage.  
 
 (The ACE 3.0) uses standard grammatical terminology within a contextual 
framework, in which language choices are seen to vary according to the topics at 
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hand, the nature and proximity of the relationships between the language users, and 
the modalities or channels of communication available (ACARA, 2012).  
 
We make our case by drawing links to the multiple foundations of metalanguage used within 
this curriculum document. The ACE 3.0 claims to use ‘standard grammatical terminology’. 
Standard grammar terms are the names of parts of speech (e.g. nouns, verbs, conjunctions, 
prepositions, etc.), subject and predicate, tenses, and other terms for classifying word usage 
within sentences. Historically, this metalanguage has been ‘based on normative rules and the 
standards of edited English, those traditions which appeared to promote one correct way for 
every rule...’ for formal written and spoken language (Hancock & Kolln, 2010, p. 28). 
However, in the ACE 3.0, the terms are used to focus on how language choices vary 
according to the ‘relationship between the language users’ and ‘modalities’ of 
communication. This latter approach borrows from SFL’s  emphasis on the cultural and 
social dimensions of texts (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) by considering how language 
varies within the context of culture  (the social practices of genre)  and the context of 
situation (the variables of register). In SFL theory, field, tenor and mode work together to 
influence register.  In the ACE 3.0 statement, an understanding of genre shows through with 
the reference to a ‘contextual framework’. The ‘topics at hand’ concern the field or subject 
matter of the text. The ‘relationships between the language users’ is a description of tenor. 
There is direct reference to ‘modalities’ or channels of communication. In short, the model of 
language appropriated in the ACE 3.0 pays attention to both form and function.  
 
Links to visual language require students to be able to compare form and function of images 
across a range of genres, identify when images enhance or offer a different interpretation to 
the surrounding spoken or written text, and describe techniques such as shot size, camera 
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angle, element placement and layout (ACARA, 2012). However, a metalanguage for 
examining what the Framing Paper (NCB, 2008) refers to as ‘the other communication’ 
systems is not explicated; notable by its absence is a robust and consistent technical language 
for working with text other than linguistic or visual design. Yet, these other communication 
systems are just as complex; they too need to be read for meaning (Economou, 2009). As 
separate empirical research undertaken in primary school classrooms by Fox and Exley 
(2009) and Mills (2011) demonstrates, it is assuming too much not to scaffold students 
through the task of reading multimodal text. We acknowledge, however, the enormity of the 
challenge to provide a detailed yet useable metalanguage for multimodal text. The task to 
recontextualise accounts of  communication systems from the field of semiotics to classroom 
content has yet to be achieved (Macken-Horarik, Love & Unsworth, 2011). Linguistic 
researchers well versed in the technical field of semiotics concede that whilst ‘language is 
only one semiotic system among many, the work on language as a resource for meaning-
making has to date dominated the semiotic landscape’ resulting in a wide range of modalities, 
such as ‘body language, colour, ambience, laughter, architectural spaces, music, diagramming 
and image-verbiage relations’ being situated on the periphery and thus receiving less 
attention (Dreyfus, Hood & Stenglin, 2010, p. 1). To use Macken-Horarik’s expression 
(Macken-Horarik, Love & Unsworth, 2011, p. 19), the question becomes ‘What is a good 
enough grammatics for talking about meaning making of multimodal texts to work towards 
achieving ACE 3.0 (ACARA, 2012) learning outcomes?’ The remainder of this paper talks to 
this challenge by highlighting three learning outcomes from Year 5, focusing on reading 
multimodal text and offering a grammatics that is ‘good enough’ for talking about how 
meaning is made in a segment of multimodal text.  The three targeted Year 5 learning 
outcomes span the three interrelated strands of the ACE 3.0 (ACARA, 2012):   
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 LANGUAGE - Text structure & organisation: Understand how texts vary in purpose, 
structure and topic as well as the degree of formality (ACELA1504). 
 LITERATURE - Responding to literature: Use metalanguage to describe the effects 
of ideas, text structures and language features on particular audiences (ACELT1795). 
 LITERACY - Interpreting, analysing and evaluating: Identify and explain 
characteristic text structures and language features used in imaginative, informative 
and persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text (ACELY1701). 
 
A ‘good enough grammatics’ for reading multimodal text  
 
Our point of departure is the work of the New London Group (2000) scholars who advanced 
that linguistic (e.g. word choice, metaphor, information structures, relations between clauses, 
etc) ,visual (e.g. images, etc), gestural (e.g. body language, etc), spatial (e.g. environmental or 
architectural spaces, etc) and audio (e.g. music and sound effects, etc) design and their 
integration (called ‘multimodal design’) form the six prongs that are critical for reading 
multimodal text. We combine this six pronged design model with an approach to multimodal 
text analysis that is built upon the underlying tenets of the knowledge of language model 
explicated in the ACE 3.0. This model considers the framework of semiotic metafunctions 
and is adapted from Halliday’s overarching thesis of the architecture of language. According 
to Halliday (cited in Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p 29-30), the three basic functions of 
language are ‘to make sense of our experience’, ‘act out our social relationship’ and ‘to 
construct a text’. In theoretical terms, the design elements inherent in multimodal language 
simultaneously construe human experience through the ideational metafunction and enact 
social relationships through the interpersonal metafunction. These metafunctions are 
organised through the cohesion and continuity of a third metafunction, the textual 
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metafunction. The salient point is that ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings 
intersect; they unfold simultaneously, whilst each contributes something to the meaning of a 
text (Ravelli, 2006). Notwithstanding the interrelationship of design elements within 
multimodal texts, their points of specificity need to be understood. We introduce and discuss 
each in turn. 
 
Linguistic design:  
 
As noted above, the ACE 3.0 advances a unique theory of linguistic design. In this theory, the 
ideational metafunction is represented through ‘field’ or subject matter. Field deals with 
‘expressing and connecting ideas’ (Derewianka, 2011, p. 6). Students’ knowledge of the 
functional elements can be built from Year 1 learning outcomes and include ‘what is going 
on?’ (processes), ‘who/what is taking part?’ (participant) and ‘circumstances surrounding the 
activity’ (Derewianka, 2011, p. 13). Drawing on learning outcomes from Year 3, processes 
can express different aspects of experience, such as ‘what we do (action verbs), what we say 
(saying verbs), what we think, feel and perceive (sensing verbs), how we create links between 
bits of information (relating verbs), and how we refer to things that simply exist (existing 
verbs)’ (Derewianka, 2011, p. 15). Appreciating that circumstances provide the details 
surrounding the activity, including time, place, manner, accompaniment, matter, cause, 
contingency, role, or angle of the process (Dereiwanka, 2011, p. 67) is a Year 4 learning 
outcome (ACARA, 2012). Thus students in Year 5 can build on knowledges and skills from 
previous year levels.  
 
The second function of field relates to connecting ideas in spoken and written text, for 
example, conjunctions can unify clauses into compound or complex sentences. Coordinating 
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conjunctions join independent clauses, is one of the Year 2 learning outcomes (ACARA, 
2012). Although lists of coordinating conjunctions vary, we follow Dewewianka’s (2011, p. 
94) suggestion: ‘and, nor, neither, but, or, yet, so’, otherwise known as the ‘ANNBOYS’ list. 
Subordinating conjunctions, a new area of knowledge for Year 5 students, express 
relationships of time (e.g. after, before), manner (e.g. through, like), cause (e.g. because, 
since), condition (e.g. if, unless), concession (e.g. although, even though), adding (e.g. 
besides, as well as), and replacing (e.g. except for, instead of) (Derewianka, 2011, p. 94). The 
interpersonal metafunction is represented through linguistic design as ‘tenor’, that is, the roles 
and relationships of producers and consumers of text. Roles and relationships are exchanged 
by making an offer, presenting a statement, giving a command, or asking a question (Halliday 
& Matthiessen, 2004) and their points of difference are listed as a Year 1 learning outcome 
(ACARA, 2012) .The textual metafunction is represented through linguistic design as 
‘mode’, the manner in which spoken and written text is made cohesive. Cohesive references 
suitable for Year 5 include referring words (e.g. pronoun references), text connectives (for 
clarifying, showing cause, indicating time, sequencing ideas or setting up a condition), 
repetition, deletions or substitutions, and synonyms and antonyms.  
 
A theory of linguistic design, however, cannot be a semiotic theory. Even though visual, 
auditory, gestural and spatial design elements display regularities akin to linguistic design, 
their materiality is different and the work that cultures have done with them has differed 
(Kress, 2005). Semiotic theory identifies that dealing with the design elements at a more 
specific level needs to draw on terms and descriptions that pertain to the disparate elements. 
In the sections below, we extract concepts from the theoretical field of semiotics and offer a 
recontextualised metalanguage suitable for discussions with Year 5 students.   
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Auditory design:  
 
Auditory design encompasses any sound, be it spoken words, music, sounds of activity (e.g. 
rustling papers) or other human non-words (e.g. laughter). Halliday’s (2005) analytical 
framework of ‘tone’ is useful for Year 5 students because once the sound is identified, its 
function can be ‘read’. Tone 1 is identified as falling and represents certainty. Tone 2 is 
identified as rising and represents uncertainty. Tone 3 is identified as level and represents 
something that is unfinished. Tone 4 is identified as fall/rise and represents the linguistic 
conjunction of ‘but’. Tone 5 is identified as rise/fall and represents surprise.  
 
Visual design:  
 
As noted, the ACE 3.0 provides some cumulative guidelines for focusing on the form and 
function of visual images. More specifically, following Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), Year 
5 students could focus on the ideational metafunction of visual image through a discussion of 
colour (e.g. opacity, hue, contrast), texture (e.g. skin texture), line (e.g. thick, thin, vertical, 
curved), shape (e.g. outline, juxtaposition), balance (e.g. symmetry/asymmetry), and 
spatiality (e.g. top-bottom, left-right, centre-margins) (see also Exley & Mills, in press). 
These terms are introduced in the visual arts curriculum through the theory associated with 
elements and principles of design (see Exley, 2008). To reveal the possibilities of roles and 
relationships, the interpersonal metafunction can be explored via an analysis of framing (e.g. 
inclusions and omissions from view in frame), vectors (e.g. leading of the viewer’s eye) and 
gaze (e.g. between represented participants and viewer) (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; Exley 
& Mills, in press). A focus on the textual metafunction considers which elements carry the 
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greatest proportion of the meaning and how the elements are combined to make meaning 
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; Exley & Mills, in press).  
 
Gestural design:  
 
Gestures refers to the meaning potential of body language, and according to Hood (2010) can 
occur without speech (e.g. mime), with speech to enhance the message (e.g. pointing whilst 
saying ‘you’) or with speech but provide a different message (e.g. fidgeting shows 
discomfort). In terms of the ideational metafunction, gestures can show differences between 
‘this’ and ‘that’ (Hood, 2010, p. 35), boundaries (e.g. two parallel hands) and direction (e.g. 
left). Gestures can refer to an entity within the image or one ‘assumed to exist elsewhere’ 
(Hood, 2010, p. 36). Hood (2010) draws on Martin and White’s (2005) system of appraisal, 
specifying it for the interpersonal metafunction of gesture as an identifying attitude (the 
expression of affect, appreciation and judgement), graduation (of force and sharpness of 
focus, shown in gestures through muscle tension and/or size) and engagement (the opening 
and closing of space via gestures). Exploring language to identify feelings, positions and to 
express judgement is a Year 3 learning outcome (ACARA, 2012), so students in Year 5 can 
build upon this prior experience with elements of the appraisal system.  
 
Spatial design:  
 
Although dense in conceptualisation, Stenglin’s (2010) framework can promote discussion 
with Year 5 students because it draws on personal and emotional responses and also employs 
visual terms from the visual arts curriculum. Experientially, space can be described according 
to its activity and objectives, and interpersonally, space can be mapped onto a three point 
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‘too-secure’ – ‘secure’ – ‘insecure’ continuum (Stenglin, 2010). The textual metafunction of 
space can be realised through choices such as gaze, vectors, strong colours and the 
boundaries of flooring (Stenglin, 2010).  
 
Intermodal coupling:  
 
To the extent that meanings are instantiated in more than one semiotic system (New London 
Group, 2000), multimodal text analysis must also appreciate the ‘coupling’ (Martin, 2000) of 
values and entities. Kress (2005) theorises that intermodal coupling produces three 
possibilities: semantic displacement (simultaneously conflicting messages), reiteration 
(repeating the message without enhancing it) or enhancement (combining design elements to 
emphasize the message). Which of these possibilities is realised by the reader is often more 
subjective than objective. Whilst written and spoken texts are set by the order of the words, 
the reading path or recoverability of visual, auditory, gestural and spatial design is not always 
automatic for readers (Kress, 2005). Even if these latter elements are promoted in a particular 
way, the reader may neither not notice nor commit to the trajectory.  
 
The demonstration:  
 
The stimulus text is from one episode of the animation Animalia, loosely related to Base’s 
(1986) picture book of the same name. Animalia is a fictional animal kingdom, ‘a magical 
place .... inhabited by Zebras in zeppelins, hogs on bikes, media mice delivering news 
bulletins on blue butterflies' wings, dragons and unicorns; a drum playing gorilla, prima 
donna alligator, scheming tiger and one very gallant iguana’ (ten.com, 2011). Since 2010 
Animalia has been shown on the ABC (Australian Broadcasting Commission) free-to-air 
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channels. We focus on four turns of talk from Episode 15, Save Our Swamp, entitled Signing 
the Petition, presented on the Australian Children’s Television Foundation Persuasive Text 
DVD (Australian Children’s Television Foundation, 2011). In this excerpt, Alex (human 
teenager) and Allegra Alligator try to persuade Reenie Rhino to sign a petition not to drain 
the swamp. As moving image created for animation is run at between 15 and 24 frames per 
second, we’ve selected what we call the ‘crescendo frame’, that is the frame that provides the 
peak of the gradual increase. We undertake a comprehensive reading of the design elements 
using the frameworks described.  We appreciate that these readings must be seen through a 
set of ‘culturally and socially fashioned resources for representation and communication’ 
(Kress, 2005, p. 45) and thus, the readings generated here may not be the same as those 
generated by others.    
 
Figure One: Crescendo Frame & Spoken Dialogue 1  
Copyright ACTF, 2011. Reproduced with permission. 
 
 
Alex (teenager): Ah, Reenie, might I have a 
word?  It’s about this swamp draining business. 
Linguistic design: 
 Field -  Sentence 1 is built around the metaphoric reference to ‘have a word’ (a 
relatively short conversation). Sentence 2 is build around the relational process of ‘is’. 
This sentence suggests the conversation will be on a topic already known to Alex and 
Reenie (external reference to ‘this’).    
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 Tenor -  Sentence 1 has the grammar of a question (request) but Alex doesn’t wait for 
an answer, so it’s a pseudo-question. In some cultures, pseudo-questions are a polite 
way of commanding. Sentence 2 is statement of the topic.  
 Mode – Reference of ‘it’ (sentence 2) carries across both sentences. ‘It’ is ‘the word 
we’ll have’.   
Audio design:  
 Sentence 1 demonstrates rising tone, suggesting uncertainty (question).  
 Sentence 2 demonstrates even tone, suggesting something is unfinished.  
Visual design:  
 Dark background, but lighter colours for main participants (Alex & Allegra). 
 Allegra dominant through size, camera angle (bottom up) & texture of her skin 
prominent (reminds us she is an alligator).   
 Vector between Alex and Rennie (eyes) & Allegra’s ear (listens in). 
Gestural design:  
 Alex’s gestures as he speaks, specifying ‘this’ by forwarding the white petition sheet 
and closing the space between himself and Reenie.  
 Reenie’s gestures downplayed (in the distance & partly obscured).  
 Although Allegra has no speaking role, her gestures are dominant. She orientates 
(focuses) her ear to the conversation and tension shows in her closed fist.  
Spatial design:  
 The setting is an outdoor common space and is relatively ‘secure’.  
Intermodal coupling:  
 Semantic displacement = Reenie is the focus of Alex’s talk but Allegra is visually 
dominant. Little is known about Allegra’s motives (but those who know Allegra’s 
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character know she’s unpredictable and hot headed).  
 
Figure Two: Crescendo Frame & Spoken Dialogue 2 
Copyright ACTF, 2011. Reproduced with permission. 
 
 
Reenie (Rhino): Well, I really do ….. 
Linguistic design: 
 Field -  Reenie uses ‘Well’ to establish her turn of talk and uses ‘I’ to establish that 
her opinion is important. She intensifies with ‘really’.   
 Tenor -  Possibly a statement but Reenie is cut off.  
 Mode – Reenie uses the pronoun ‘I’ to refer to herself.  
Audio design:  
  ‘Well’ identifies rising tone, representing uncertainty.  
 ‘I really do….’ identifies falling tone, representing something certain.   
Visual design:  
 Dark background, but lighter colours for main participants (Reenie & Allegra). Alex 
is less bright (compared to previous image).  
 Allegra dominant through size, camera angle (bottom up) & scales on her back 
prominent (reminds us she is an alligator).   
 Vector between Alex and Rennie (eyes) & Allegra’s gaze (draws attention to what is 
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prominent).  
Gestural design:  
 By opening his hands & lowering petition Alex opens the space between himself and 
Reenie.  
 Reenie’s still engaged in conversation but it’s hard to read her attitude and graduation, 
thus building suspense.  
 Allegra does not speak, but shows her engagement (focus) in the conversation by 
turning her body. This closes the space. Still clenching her fist, she moves hand to 
hip, indicating tension.   
Spatial design:  
 The area is outdoors and public. It’s secure, a common space.    
Intermodal coupling:  
 Semantic displacement between verbals and visual.  
 Even though Allegra is not involved in the talk, her visual dominance & feelings of 
tension show through.  
 Reenie’s rising tone (‘Well’) indicates uncertainty, followed by certainty of ‘I really 
do …..’ triggers Allegra’s response (in the next turn of talk).  
 
Figure 3: Crescendo Frame & Spoken Dialogue 3 
Copyright ACTF, 2011. Reproduced with permission. 
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Allegra (Alligator): You sign our paper or I’ll 
whop slop that big ol’ horn of yours right off 
your clonking nose! 
Linguistic design:  
 Field -  Clause 1  directed at Reenie (‘you’) and what action (verb) is needed (‘sign’). 
Clause 2 reveals Allegra’s actions (action verb ‘whop slop’) if the conditions of 
clause 1 are not met. Allegra uses detailed noun groups to specify Reenie’s features 
(‘that big ol’ horn of yours’ & ‘your clonking nose’). Coordinating conjunction ‘or’ 
makes relationship between clauses.   
 Tenor -  Clause 1 command (demand for action). Clause 2 statement of threat if 
conditions of clause 1 aren’t met.  
 Mode – Clause 1 pronoun reference ‘you’ (referring to Reenie). Clause 2 pronoun ‘I’ 
(referring to Allegra). 
Audio design:  
 Allegra’s voice rises which represents uncertainty. The rise is matched by wind 
instruments and ends in a drum roll to accentuate the uncertainty.  
Visual design:  
 Background light & conversation between Allegra and Reenie is darker (ominous).  
 Plant pole accentuates the top down camera angle, showing both characters are 
subordinate, with equal balance in image.  
 Allegra & Reenie’s eyes meeting (vector), but Reenie is taller than Allegra (this 
builds suspense as we’re not sure who is dominating).  
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 Medium close up shot size shows the conversation is getting personal.  
Gestural design:  
 Alex’s gestures unreadable; he is obscured and not our focus.  
 Allegra shows force through physical tension (clasping hands) as she speaks. 
Engagement between Allegra and Reenie is high as the space has closed.  
 Reenie’s ears and eyes are orientated to Allegra (engagement), but we can’t read 
attitude or force because we can’t see her arms or other gestures.   
Spatial design:  
 The setting is in a public outdoor area but the space is closing in, feeling 
claustrophobic.  
Intermodal coupling:  
 Semantic displacement between spoken and visual text.   
 Although Allegra’s speech and visuals are aggressive, Reenie is shown as taller and 
we don’t know much more about her attitude etc. This builds suspense.  
 Building uncertainty in the audio design adds to the tension. 
 
Figure Four: Crescendo Frame & Spoken Dialogue 4 
Copyright ACTF, 2011. Reproduced with permission. 
 
 
Reenie (Rhino):  I would have signed it Alex, 
then your friend opened her big mouth. 
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Linguistic design: 
 Field -  Clause 1 built around process of ‘would have signed’ with Reenie identifying 
as the first participant. Reenie addresses Alex by name. Clause 2 built around process 
of ‘opened’ (action verb) as a metaphor for a saying process. Reenie says ‘big mouth’, 
not an objective observation, but as metaphor for Allegra’s unwelcomed input.  
 Tenor -  Clauses 1 & 2 statements (Reenie has opinions) 
 Mode – References to Allegra (‘your friend’). Reenie categorises Alex and Allegra as 
a unit, holding Alex accountable for Allegra’s behaviour. This excuses Reenie from 
not responding favourably to Alex’s request.  
Audio design:  
 Clause 1, addressing Alex, tone falling, representing certainty.  
 Clause 2, still addressing Alex, tone changes until she ‘barks’ the word ‘mouth’. This 
rise in tone represents uncertainty.  
 Taken together, the fall of clause 1 & rise of clause 2 represents the linguistic version 
of ‘but’.  
Visual design: 
 Dark background with light on Reenie’s top, helps to focus on her height and 
dominance.  
 Allegra’s texture reduced (less significant, less fearful).  
 Line is vertical, Alex & Allegra gaze up to Reenie from bottom-up camera angle.  
Gestural design:  
 Alex’s engagement is both open (ears and eyes) and closed (petition removed from 
conversation space). This builds tension; his next response is less predictable.   
 Reenie’s gestures enhance her spoken dialogue. Dominant gestures, lifting of her head 
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occurs (in part) outside of the frame and is an indication of her attitude (appreciation) 
towards Allegra even though speaking to Alex. Reenie adjusted the strength (force) of 
her input by lifting her head, standing tall, sucking in chest and bringing her arm and 
hand inwards. Inward gestures limit engagement between Allegra and Alex.  
Spatial design:  
 The space opens (less claustrophobic), moving towards ‘insecure’ because boundaries 
are opening up. The space above Rennie’s head has no limits.   
Intermodal coupling: 
 Semantic displacement on a number of levels.  
 ‘Friend’ is not used in typical way (sarcastic). 
 Reenie addresses Alex in spoken text, but orientates meaning of clause 2 and visuals 
to Allegra.   
 
Conclusion:  
 
At a theoretical level, this analysis identifies that whilst there are specific characteristics of 
each participatory semiotic from which students can learn and appreciate the regularity of 
structure and organisation, there is also a differentiated functional load across the six design 
elements. The complexity inheres in the co-instantiated of linguistic, audio, visual, gestural 
and spatial design in various ways that potentially displace and then potentially replace 
meaning making to a greater or lesser degree with each turn of talk. No element, not even the 
spoken dialogue or the visuals, carries ‘enough’ meaning. Readers of multimodal text also 
have to appreciate how the message changes its shape when it interfaces with the different 
design elements. The important point is that the modes must be read together so that semantic 
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displacement, should it occur, be identifiable. Troubling the reading trajectory is not so much 
‘wrong’, but a resource for building particular effects such as tension and/or suspense.   
 
At the empirical level, this analysis demonstrates that seemingly simple and short multimodal 
texts make exceedingly complex reading demands of their young readers. The analysis 
showcases that only a ‘good enough grammatics’ can provide a set of reading rules for 
multimodal texts so that Year 5 students can work towards achieving ACE 3.0 learning 
outcomes from the language, literature and literacy strands.  It is only when all of the 
elements and their interrelationships are rendered visible that students can come to 
understand how spoken dialogue, visual, auditory, gestural and spatial design are deployed in 
very complex ways to make meaning. 
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